
From:
To: Bolt, Christopher; Benedetti-Petnic, Gina; Garcia, Kami; Danly, Eric; McDonnell, Kevin; Griepenburg, Bjorn
Subject: D St Safety Proposal
Date: Friday, June 2, 2023 12:49:14 PM

---Warning: Use caution before clicking any attachments. THIS EMAIL IS FROM OUTSIDE
OUR EMAIL SYSTEM.---
Hi Christopher and Gina,

I wanted to write and thank you both for meeting with me yesterday. I always find an
in person meeting to be far more effective in obtaining a better understanding of
views, to express one's concerns directly and to have an opportunity to collectively
figure out the best way to find a resolution and move forward. I thank you both for
taking the time.

In speaking with so many of our D St neighbors I was concerned that the erosion of
sentiment would be a challenge to  overcome as distrust in the public process and
city official's desire to inform and listen to resident's concerns ran deep. I believe
engagement and inclusion is powerful and although I appreciate decisions can't
always be made by committee it does work best when people of all views feel they
are being heard. In my experience starting from a foundation of respect helps
everyone to be more receptive to create a better collective result. The D St residents I
spoke with all want the same thing- a safer D St. As a designated truck route D St has
a unique set of circumstances which require an out of the box approach, and although
I understand and appreciate the city's desire to examine the opportunity for adding
bike lanes on all new road quick and permanent builds, such a consideration must be
made on a case by case basis evaluating all the safety issues for that given street.
We want and need our city official's help in making D St safer for our families, our
children going to school, our physically challenged neighbors and for the community
who rely on it to park for town and church events, home services, deliveries etc. with
all uses achieved in the safest way possible. 

Hearing about the overwhelming response you received from residents in this regard
and your genuine desire to re-evaluate and listen to those concerns is deeply
appreciated. I don't think anyone has the expectation that one person has the perfect
solution for all, but a dialogue is the best hope we have to reach a solution that has
safety as it's top priority above all else. I feel much better having had the opportunity
to hear about your big picture challenges and your acknowledgement that mistakes
were made on the D St project. Being assured that the resident's safety concerns
about adding bike lanes to a designated truck route has been heard, and that that
proposal has been side lined, while moving forward on stage one quick build safety
measures is a wonderful first step in demonstrating to residents your good faith efforts
in moving forward and in rebuilding the trust and dialogue we all want.

Please let me know what you think, but I'd suggest for the Stage One Quick Build
measures we begin with paint and signage so that new crosswalks and stopping
points can be identified, as well as the intersection parking restrictions and the jake
braking signage for trucks. For Stage Two of the Quick Build- the extensions or bulb



outs being added and 3 or 4 refuge islands added at 5th, 8th, 10th and Sunnyslope/El
Rose.

I will be speaking with many neighbors this weekend to let them know about our
meeting, to assure them their voices have in deed been heard and that you share our
D St safety concerns as a priority and as such suggested initial safety measures be
implemented in two stages of a Quick Build as soon as possible. I will call you next
week to give you feedback on those conversations.

Thank you again for reaching out, for hearing us and for recognizing the situation
would benefit from a re-evaluation. 

My best regards,
Jill Trompier



From:
To: Garcia, Kami; McDonnell, Kevin; Bolt, Christopher; Griepenburg, Bjorn; Danly, Eric
Subject: Please forward to the City Council Members- thank you!
Date: Tuesday, May 23, 2023 1:11:40 PM
Attachments: Petition to oppose parking removal on D street 23MAY2023.pdf

---Warning: Use caution before clicking any attachments. THIS EMAIL IS FROM OUTSIDE
OUR EMAIL SYSTEM.---

Hello City Council Members,

I am writing to you on behalf of a group of concerned D Street residents. A few years
ago when we heard of the D St safety and calming project we were thrilled for the
improvements on what has become a very dangerous street where we all live with our
families. 

However, on a zoom call the evening of April 26th (which only a few of us heard
about that day) we were left stunned. Our excitement to hear about the proposed D St
safety and calming measures had nothing to do with safety or calming, but had
instead turned into a whole new agenda focused on adding two bike lanes, removing
parking, narrowing lanes and doing little at all to address the safety concerns
residents had raised, and were assured were being heard and incorporated into the
quick build plan. We were told on that zoom call that the bike lane decision had
already been made and would be presented to the City Council in a week or so for
approval, and then for contract bids. Since very few of us on D St had any notice or
update on the project, no letter was ever sent or placed in any of our mailboxes and
no notice ever given on the monthly Petaluma City online bulletin. We all thought the
D St safety measures were still in the information gathering mode and no where near
having been formed, let alone be a measure now dominated by bike lanes. Very few
of us even ever heard of a D St project website and without any notice about it, or any
other community outreach, we felt totally caught off guard. 

A few of us wrote the project manager in the following days to ask more questions, to
express our concerns and to request time be taken to update residents and that
people's views be heard. The reply was to- check the D St website and if you oppose
the bike lanes then use the "public process" and speak to the council in a week or two
during their review. A number of us reached out to the project manager in a variety of
ways, but the request to please call to discuss resident concerns was never acted
upon so after waiting and trying for over two weeks it was clear we needed to do
something more to have our concerns be heard by someone in the city who would
listen and care. 

Several of us then met to discuss the increased risks and dangers that would occur
for everyone (bikers, non bikers, pedestrians, every variety of commercial delivery
trucks, domestic and property maintenance workers, the D St fire trucks, elderly pick
up services, Recology etc etc ) by adding two bike lanes on a designated truck route,
removing parking and narrowing the two vehicle lanes. We then decided that we
should speak with our neighbors to see if they knew about this plan for D St and to
















































